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Abstract: 

In wireless sensor networks, energy efficiency is very much important. Hierarchical-based routing protocols are more efficient in 

applications where sensors are engaged in environment discovery. Clustering techniques are useful in both energy efficiency and 

scalability. Therefore, we have proposed an energy aware routing algorithm which is based on clustering techniques. The 

algorithm is divided into three categories: - (a) Network Leveling, (b) Clustering, (c) Data Transmission. It allows sensor nodes to 

consume less energy in order to increase the network lifetime. While clustering, appropriate head to head selection of nodes is 

done which helps to eliminate the drawbacks of previous existing algorithms. The network lifetime is enhanced when compared 

to the existing algorithms. Our algorithm reduces clustering overhead, improves network scalability and lifetime through 

uniformly distributed energy consumption among the nodes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s world wireless networks play an important role in 

communicating with each other. Wireless devices are 

becoming popular and production of these devices is 

increasing day by day. Wireless sensor network are capable of 

collecting and processing data even under delicate and 

difficult situations. Wireless sensor networks consists of many 

smaller sensor nodes which have restrictions on power, 

memory and processing capacity and which are distributed on 
very large area and to be able to control remotely. The most 

basic and important purpose of wireless sensor networks 

applications is in data transmission. Power management 

approaches are required to maintain network lifetime and keep 

it stable. There are two methods for wireless network lifetime 

enhancement through routing protocol: 

 

1) Enhancing network lifetime through reducing total energy 

consumption. 

 

2) Efficient uniform energy distribution among nodes.  
 

Cluster heads can be distributed or can be made independent 

so as to balance the load over single cluster head and provides 

more integration of energy consumption among various nodes. 

Therefore, cluster forming and decentralized cluster head 

selection can be said as the most beneficial technique due to 

its flexibility, faster execution periods or convergence 

independence of node numbers. Though, few integrated and 

concentrated techniques where one or more base stations are 

found to be responsible for clustering, assigning membership 

and controlling throughout the network are used. 

 

II. EXISTING SYSTEMS 

The most popular and commonly used clustering protocol is 

HEED (Hybrid Energy Efficient Distributed Routing 

Protocol). HEED is divided into 3 phases: 

 

 

 

a) Network Leveling Phase. 

Consider n nodes are spread or independently distributed over 

a given area. In the beginning, the base station partitions the 

network into different levels by transmitting power of variable 

bandwidth. A message with very low power is transmitted in 

the network by base station in order to identify which nodes 

acquire the message and identified nodes are termed as level-1 

nodes are present in level-1.After some time the base station 
improves its power and sends the message in the network. 

Similarly the nodes which receive message are termed as 

level-2 nodes and moving further various levels are formed.  

 

 
Fig 1 .Network leveling 

 

b) Clustering Phase 

At initial stage, cluster heads are formed by randomly 

selecting nodes in the levels because at initial stage the energy 

of each node is same. Next, cluster head selection algorithm is 
applied to select cluster heads in each level or cluster. 

Whenever the energy of cluster head becomes low, new 

cluster head is selected which has highest energy belonging to 

the same cluster or level. 
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Cluster Head Selection Algorithm 

 

For (all clusters) 
{ 

For (all nodes in cluster) 

{ 

N=Get all nodes of cluster 

Each node(i) broadcasts message in the network; 

(Assuming as Cluster Head) 

Count=Replies to each node is recorded as count; 

The highest count node is selected as Cluster Head;     

} 

Appropriate ids and bits are set and a message informing 

Cluster Head id and other parameters is broadcasted in the 
entire network. 

} 

 

c) Data Transmission Phase 

In this phase each node transmits data to its cluster head in a 

given amount of time. If cluster head is situated at level 1, 

then node can directly send data to its base station with single 

hop. If cluster head is situated at larger level other than 1 it 

sends data to its neighboring cluster head and then to 

destination using appropriate routing mechanism.  

 

Advantages:- 
1)Increased network lifetime. 

2)Less energy consumption per node in network sensor. 

3)Data aggregation to reduce number of transmitted data. 

 

Disadvantages:- 

A short sustainable state period; increased protocol overhead; 

while a long period may lead to energy discharge in cluster 

head. 

 

III. ALGORITHM 

Algorithm is proposed that improves the balance of energy 
consumption amongst the sensors and prevents the sensors 

from rapid battery drain and maintain the network lifetime.  

 

Algorithm is divided into 3 parts 

a) Cluster Head Selection 

b) Next Cluster Head Selection 

c) Packet Sending 

 

a) Cluster Head Selection 

 

For (all clusters) 

{ 
For (all nodes in cluster) 

{ 

N=Get all nodes of cluster 

Each node(i) broadcasts message in the network; 

(Assuming as Cluster Head) 

Count=Replies to each node is recorded as count; 

The highest count node is selected as Cluster Head;     

} 

Appropriate ids and bits are set and a message informing 

Cluster Head id and other parameters is broadcasted in the 

entire network. 
} 

 

 

b) Next Cluster Head Selection 

 

Get all nodes; 
Compare energy of all nodes; 

Select the node with highest energy; 

Assign node as Cluster Head; 

 

c) Packet Sending 

 

For each (level i) 

{ 

      If(level==1) 

     { 

      Send packet to Base Station 
      } 

      Else 

      { 

      Select Neighboring CH; 

      Send Packet using selected CH; 

      } 

} 

 

 
 

Phases in Data Transmission 

 

Phase 1: In this phase the Network creation is done which 

contain the sensor node having different sensor nodes. 

Phase 2:  In this phase the sensor nodes are get divided into 
different level of network i.e level 1 to N levels according to 

their energy strength. 

Phase 3:   Cluster Head selection is done in this phase. 

Phase 4:  Next Cluster Head is selected in order to increase 

network lifetime.  

Phase 5:  It is a data transmission phase in which data is 

transfer to base station through cluster head if cluster head is 

in 1st level otherwise cluster heads communicate with each 

other to send data to base station. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

Goal of wireless sensor networks is to manage applications 

which are spread over a large geographical area. Therefore, 

the proper plan and design of an energy aware routing 

algorithm helps sensors from rapid battery drain. Thus we 

have proposed an algorithm that improves the balance of 

energy consumption amongst the sensors and prevents the 

sensors from rapid battery drain.  
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